T/DC Adeyemo-Phillips received the following information:
At 171 Ohrs, I received a phone call from Thierry Amodio, Gabriel Kovari' s ex boyfriend,
who told me that he had just be contacted by Gabriel's brother - Adam and he was told
that another friend of Gabriel called Daniel had dead.
He mentioned that he has been getting messages on face book from Gabriel' s friends in
UK, who were worried that they had no heard from him.
He mentioned that a friend of Gabriel called "Jon Luck" had messaged him on face book,
telling him about the Special party the Gabriel was attending at a secret location in
Barking with another friend called Dan.
Thierry Amodio mentioned that this Jon Luck lives in Dagenham and Gabriel was at Jon
flat in Dagenham on the 26th August 2014. He mentioned that Gabriel travelled to
Kilburn Park to meet a male called "Tony Fairy'' believed a pub manager in Kilburn
Park. Jon Lock was aware that Gabriel, Dan and Tony Fairy travelled in a cab to the
special party in Barking.
Thierry Amodio mentioned that Gabriel met most of the people through a mobile phone
application called "Grinder'' and all his contact people would still be on his mobile
phone.
Thierry Amodio stated that Jon Luck, still have Tony Fairy contact number on a piece of
paper that Gabriel left at his flat.
Jon Luck didn't know Dan personally but he had spoken to him on the phone.

I have completed some IIP checks around all the names above, Jon Lock and Tony Fairy
there appears to be no information for these people. That can help with any enquiries at
present. Yinka has emailed a link to Jon Lock's Facebook
https://www .facebook.com/profile.php?id= I 0000745783 9228.
At present I cannot see how we can progress this until tomorrow. Where this can be
reviewed and further intel possibly gained on these parties if necessary from Open Source
andMIB.
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